New uses for the Ewald chronoscope. by Dunlap, Knight
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of all parts of the apparatus is simultaneous, and the intensity of
the stimuli is always the same.
Two small coils similar to the spools found in the large electric
bells or in the telegrapher's instrument were used in the part of the
apparatus which furnishes the stimuli for sound and touch. A bam-
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Manner of wlrin& the apparatm.
boo pointer attached to the end of the bar in contact with the coils
furnishes the touch stimuli, while a small rubber plug inserted be-
neath the bar prevents any sound. This rubber plug is removed when
a sound stimulus is desired. As the piece to which the coil is at-
tached is movable, the pointer can be adjusted to suit the size of the
S.'s hand. When a light stimulus is desired, the electric bulb is
thrown in circuit with the rest of the apparatus (the touch and
sound parts being cut off at the same time) by means of the small
switch placed conveniently in the front of the box.
J. E. EVANS.
Columbia University.
NEW USES FOR THE EWALD CHRONOSCOPE.
1. The Ewald Chronoscope (Spindler & Hoyer, No. 3, mk. 175) is
a finely constructed electric make-and-break counter, with an index
hand which may be resei at zero from either direction by the turning
of a milled nut. It operates on a current of from 0.2 to 0.3 amp.
(requiring a voltage of from 1.7 1o 2.5 with the circuit closed), ad-
vancing the index hand one point at each closure of the circuit, and
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under favorable conditions will work accurately to 100 closures per
second. It is thus useful, with a 100-vib. fork, for timing simple
reactions; but for this purpose a fork with especially reliable con-
tact mechanism is needed. With an interrupter of slower rate (10
to 75 vibs. per sec.) the Ewald is a simple and easily managed in-
strument for the timing of association-reactions. An arrangement
of the Ewald and accessories for this purpose will be described later.
2. The Ewald is an admirable counter for use with the steadiness
tester, tapping board, and other testing devices which require the
indication and counting of contacts. Whipple1 prescribes the use
of the kymograph and electromagnetic marker for these purposes,
because the counters of the ordinary type are not sufficiently sensi-
tive.- The Ewald, however, is so sensitive that it will record almost
any contact which a magnetic marker will record, and at any rate
of which any member of the body is capable of moving. Two dry
cells give sufficient current. No rheostat is needed, as this is open
circuit work, and with but two cells there is no danger of burning
the windings of the electro-magnet.
If mere indication of touches on the steadiness tester is required,
without mechanical counting, we find a telephone receiver l>etter
than a telegraph sounder. One dry cell, of pocket size, operates the
telephone very satisfactorily.
3. As a rotation counter, for electric motors, the Ewald is supe-
rior to anything we have heretofore used. The worm-gear counters,
commonly used, are very unhandy in the timing, and they seriously
reduce the speed, making ii impossible to use them on small motors
for color mixing.
We have a make-and-break mechanism attached to one of ytoelt-
ing's motors, and when this is connected in series with a cell of
chloride accumulator, a G.-K. rheostat, a Morse key and the Ewald
the counting of rotations is simple and accurate. The make-and-
break mechanism is (a) a small cylinder, half brass and half rubber
(longitudinal halves), attached to the back end of the motor-shaft,
and (b) two brass springs, mounted side by side on a block of hard
rubber attached to the motor frame, and pressing on the cylinder.
Binding posts are mounted on the springs over the blocks. During
half of the rotation of the shaft the springs press on the brass part
'Manual of Mental and Physical Tests, p. 100, et seq.
"Of tit, pp. 106-107.
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of the cylinder, which makes connection between them. During the
remaining half of the rotation the springs rest on the hard rubl»er,
and the connection is, consequently, broken. As long as the Morse
key is kept down, therefore, the index hand of the Ewald is advanced
one point for each rotation of the shaft. This arrangement of appa-
ratus permits the counting of rotations at any rate up to 100 per
sec. (6000 per niin.) without any difficulty.
KxHjirr DrxLAi\
The Johns Hopkins University.
NATIONAL INSTITUTION FOR MOKAL INSTRUCTION— A
CORRECTION.
Managing Editor,
Journal of Educational Psychology.
My Dear Sir:—
Under the heading of National Institution for Moral Instruction
Mr. Milton Fairchild publishes a large advertising folder. This con-
tains reading matter relating to his lectures, to his lantern slides,
and to other matters, together with some endorsements from edu-
cators and other men. of his Visual Instruction in Morals. My own
name and that of the School of Education of the University of Kan-
sas have been printed, and thus exploited in these large folders as
representing an official and professional endorsement of the whole
scheme of Visual Instruction in Morals. In view of the fact that my
name and that of the School of Education is being used despite my
repeated and explicit declinations to express an opinion, I hope yon
will allow me this much of your space to correct a very misleading
educational announcement.
Resjjectfully \ ours,
OIIAS. HYOIIKS JOHNSTON.
University of Kansas.
